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Abstract The National Institute of Standardsand Technology(NIST) watt balance experiment
recentlymade a new determinationof Planck's constantwith a relative standard uncertainty of 87
x 10.9(k = 1),concurrentlywith an upper limit on the drift rate of the SI kilogram mass standard.
This paper briefly describes the calibration work necessary to maintain several reference stan-
dards and subsystems for this experiment,and mentionsseveral noise sources. These discussions
suggestdesign improvementsbeing built into the next generationelectronickilogram experiment,
which will try to obtain 5 x 10-9relative standarduncertaintyin order to monitor the SI kilogram.

Background Theory and Experiment Description

The watt balance, as realized by Kibble [1], is a method to compare mechanically generated
power relative to electrical power resulting in a measurementof Planck's constant h. The NIST
version of this experiment is theoretically identical, but physically different [2]. It is shown
schematically in Figure 1, much as it will appear inside a vacuum chamber in the future version
now under construction. The original experiment took place in enclosed,thennally controlled ar-
eas open to room air. In brief, the experimenthas a moving(and a fixed, in series opposition) in-
duction coil, located at room temperaturewithin a radial magneticfield and connected to a mass
balance. The field is generated by two superconductingsolenoids wired in series opposition. In
the first part of the procedure, the coil is moved vertically at a velocity that generates a dc volt-
age. Measurements of the voltage, U, with position and time to obtain velocity, v, provide a ratio
U/vdependenton the magnetic flux density. Next, currentis run through the coil to create a force
balancing that on a kilogram mass from Earth's gravity. Measurementof current, I, along with
values for the mass, m, and gravity, g, provide a second ratio mg/I, also dependent on the flux
density.Combiningthese ratios to eliminate the field dependenceleadsto Eq. 1,

mg/ I =mgv ={mgvhl W ==1 inS!.
U/v UI {UI}9oW90

(1)
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Since this experiment compares the watt W as the SI unit of power with W90in 1990 representa-
tion units of vio /000, it has becomeknown as the wattbalance.

There is no difference between methods of generatingpower in the SI system. However, electri-
cal references in terms of {referencevalues} and units are only representations, derived from a
voltage proportional to the Josephsonconstant {n I KJ-9Q}V90={nfl KJ}V , and a resistance pro-
portional to the von Klitzing constant {RK-90I i }~= {RKI i }Q, wherefis frequency and n, i
arequantumnumbers,and KJ-90andRK-90are the 1990assignedconstants.Fromthe theoretical
values of the constants in Eq. 2, where e is elementarycharge, then combining all equations in
Eq.3

{K:R.c}= {(2e/ht(h/e2)}= ~
({mgv}/{UI}90)/{K;.90RK_90} =X.

(2)

(3)

Any difference from unity in the ratio ofW/W90in Eq. 1impliesfrom Eq. 3 that'the value of has
used in the electrical constantshas been incorrectlyassigned.Or, for a fixed value h and a suffi-
ciently low uncertainty over time, the SIInternationalPrototypeKilogram.(IPK) is changing. It is
this idea which is now driving furtherdevelopmentof the watt balance into an electronic method
to monitor IPK.

In our previously reported results on the de-
termination of Planck's constant, h [3,4], the
uncertainty was estimated at 8.7 x 10.8(All
uncertainties are relative standard uncertain-
ties with k = 1, unless otherwise specified.).
This is a factor of 2 smaller than reported by
Kibble [5] and in comparison with his result,
gives an upper limit for the drift of the SI
kilogram of (1 :!:2) x 10-8per year. Is it pos-
sible to find ways to improve our design
enough to gain another factorof 5, in order to
monitor IPK at roughly the same uncertainty
as mass calibration transfers? In the next
sectionswe try to examine this question.

Uncertainty: More Than Data Noise

The complete uncertainty budget (Table 1)
indicates how well this experiment per-
formed, and can assist in the design of the
next generation. In this paper, we follow a
few of the uncertainty threads for this ex-
periment and describe the design changes un-
derway to reduce those'uncertainties. Look-
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Figure 1. A schematic of the apparatus of the
Watt balance. The upper vacuum chamber sits
atop a tripod support, which will also suspend a
liquid helium Dewar (not shown) containing the
magnet.
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ing at Eq. 1, the variables are dependent upon referencestandards (atomic clocks, Josephson ef-
fect, etc.) that have laboratoryrepresentationswith relative uncertaintiesat the parts in 109level.
But each of our measurementshas a traceabilitypath to these references with uncertainties added
by each transfer. Also, each intermediate standard or instrument adds its own scatter. Part I of
this section examines thesetransfers with severalexamplesshowingthe histories of our reference
calibrations. The next parts tackle more complicated analyses, where uncertainty in the meas-
urements is trom multiple instruments(Part n) in systemsmeasuring gravity acceleration and the
environmental information for calculatingthe air refractive index and buoyancy. Part III looks at
components where the uncertainty is not a function of calibrations but is the result of noise
sources external, or internal, to the watt balance system. The examples chosen are EMI, acoustic
vibrations, and material defonnationsin the balance knife-edge.

Part I: "Simple" Reference Standards

For good reason, most fundamental constant measurementsare perfonned in national standards
laboratories. Havingnearly direct access in establishingtraceabilityto many other NIST divisions
was vital, as we found that "standard references" are not always so. Of all references used, the
easiest should have been the time and frequency standard. However, the NIST standard is in
Boulder, and Gaithersburgno longerhas a distributedfrequencynetwork, so we used an ovenized
crystal source to provide a distributed standard frequency to the instruments requiring such.
Drifting by a few parts in 109per month, the crystal was periodically tuned to within a few parts
Tabl 1 Th rtai

.
ty b d t So". th in 1010against a rubidium standard, available as ae. e unce n u ge lor e. .

1998d
.

ti
. f PI k' tant part of a grav1Il1etersystem. However, the rubld-etennma on 0 anc s cons. .

k - 1 turn standardwas eventually found to have a frac-
Values are for - . tional 2.3 x 10.9 offset. Fortunately, the simple

purchaseof a GPS frequencyreceiver will provide
a much better frequencyreference for the future.
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Still quite simple is the calibration of a He-Ne la-
ser frequency for use as the interferometry length
standard.Figure 2 shows the record of wavelength
checks of our laser against an iodine-stabilized
laser. The He-Ne laser does drift a bit and has
some noise, but more frequent checks and better
room temperature control should improve this
lengthstandard.

The current I is measured by the voltage drop
across a 100 a resistance standard. Getting pro-
gressively more complicated, Figure 3 shows the
history of the two resistors in the experiment, as
they were periodically transferredto the NIST Re-
sistance Group for calibration against the 1 a
standard bank, which traces to a Quantum Hall
Effect (QHE) system via a 10011 resistor set. Re-
sistor R12ll was chosen for its low-noise charac-
teristics, even though R1208 had less drift and
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Standard Uncertainty nWIW
Source
Reference Units

Voltage 30
Mass 20
Resistance 8
Length 5
Frequency 5
Gravity 7

External Effects
Refractive index 43
Mass buoyancy 23

Alignments 40
Leakage resistance 20
Magnetic flux z-profilefit 20
Knife edge Hysteresis 20
RF noise offsets 10

RSS sub total 82
Statistical T A 30
Combined standard UDcer- 87
tain



transfer at 1.018 V to establish traceability to a Josephson array voltage standard, which has its
own uncertainty of 0.005 parts in 106.All signal voltages were measured against a low-noise
voltage source. Consisting of a Hg battery-stabilizedcurrent source and a resistor, its peak-to-
peak noise over minutes was less than IOnV, but the drift was typically 500 nV/h. This in turn
was calibrated hourly against a Zener reference.Both of these were kept in the experiment room
where temperature was generally controlled to (25 :I:0.05) °C. The Josephson volt system was
set up in the same building to calibrate the Zener referencedaily. Figure 5 compares the history
of two Zener references used in the later months of the experiment.The data includes corrections
for thermal emfs in the 10m leadsextending into the elevatedtemperatureof the Zener area. The
second Zener is clearly quieter but was sufferingan extendednonlineardrift, a "bum-in" from a
recent repair. For the next generationexperiment,a programmableJosephson array will be avail-
able. A prototype system was tested in Oct. 97, siuccessfullymeasuringeach voltage source, in-
cluding noisy signals from the induction coil itself. By reducing the number of transfers and
thermal emf links, an uncertaintycloser to the base uncertaintyof the Josephson system itself will
apply.

Part D: Systems within Systems

Quite different from the direct use of reference standards in the main balance system, there are
three essential variables that result from their own independent systems. The acceleration of
gravity, g, is determined by a commercial gravimeter, which records the trajectory of a comer
cube dropped in a vacuum. Theg value (correctingfor tides) for our locality is virtually constant,
in contrast with the refractive index and the mass buoyancy in air, which are continually calcu-
lated from measurements of temperature, pressure, relative humidity, C02 concentration, and
other air constituents.

Since it is simpler to analyze, let's examine the gravimeter system first. The manufacturer re-
checked the iodine-stabilized laser length standard and rubidium frequency standard during the
summer of 1997. (The gravimeteralso needs to measureatmosphericpressure, to estimate the air
mass overhead.) The system has an uncertainty specificationof2 x 10.9.Figure 6 shows a typical
measurement run. The graph clearly shows that tidal effects, calculated in software for a given
location, must be subtracted from the data to obtain the local average. It is unclear whether there
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Figure 4. Calibration history of the 1 kg
mass. A few error bars (k=2) are shown
for comparing the drift with the calibra-
tions. Dotted lines have a constantslope to
comparedrift rates.
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Figure 5. Calibration history of two Zener
references at 1.018 V against a Josephson
arrayvolt standard.
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are significant, additional diurnal effects related to tides that cannot be computed. However, the
actual mass position was 4 m higher and about 5 m away from the location of the gravimeter, re-
quiring a fractional correction of (1.363:t 0.005) x 10-6.A U.S. Geological Survey team with a
gravity transfer meter measuredthis in Sept. 1997.

It was impossible to obtain such a low uncertaintyfor the calculationof the refractive index and
the buoyancycorrections,about300fJ.W/W and 60 fJ.W/W respectively.Monitoringthe environ-
ment parameters for these calculations(6] required a large numberof sensors. The dominant pa-
rameter in both is pressure. A single sensor at the level of the mass recorded pressure for the
buoyancy correction, but with the inductioncoil 2.6 m lower, 0.2 Pa was added for the refractive
index correction. This offset was calculated and checked with a second pressure meter, which
also acted as our transfer standard to the NIST Pressure Group. Four thermistors were used to
measure temperaturesat variouslocationsnear the interferometerpaths and the mass. These were
calibrated with an AC resistance bridge thermometer,which in turn was calibrated by the NIST
Temperature Group. Extra effort went into controlling the temperatureof the balance room and
reducing gradients, especially the large ones of several degrees near the liquid helium Dewar. A
relative humidity sensor was calibrated against an absolute dew-point hygrometer. A manufac-
turer-tested C02 meter recordedan average level fraction of 400 x 10-6in the enclosure (and that
it rose significantlywhen people were workinginside).A residualgas analyzer recorded no large
concentrations of non-standardgasses,especiallyhelium, whichhad given measurable offsets in
several older sets of data.All thesemeasurementsand calculationswere checkedwith a dualpath
interferometer,built by Fujii [7] and improvedby Newell. Figure 6 shows a set of measurements
agreeing with calculationsto within0.05 fJ.W/W,which was consistentwith the combined uncer-
tainty of all the sensorcalibrationuncertainties.

Because the refractive index is so largeand uncertain,the crux of the new system design is a vac-
uum chamber to house the entire balance and induction coil. Our choice was to make it out of a
nonmagneticmaterial (fiberglass)to avoid expected effects fromthe high magnetic field or eddy
currents. Outgassingof solvents should not be a serious problem. The need to dissipate the heat
from current in the coils restricts loweringthe operating pressure to about 10 Pa. Maintaining a
low-pressure helium atmosphere reduces the refractive index and buoyancy corrections to less
than50x 10.9,easingthecalibrationrequirementsoftheenvironmentalsensorsaccordingly.The
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Figure 6. Gravimeter data. Open points are
averages of 100 drops in 17 min, offset from
the best fit value for g. The solid curve is the
calculated tidal variation. Closed points are
the residual deviations.
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Figure 7. Refractometerdata. Open points
are the differencebetweenthe measured and
calculatedrefractive index of air. Dark lines
are the pressure,proportional to the index =
263 xIO~at 100kPa (25°C, 40 % RH).
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gas composition will still be a consideration for the index, but surfacewater and dirt contamina-
tion of the mass shouldbe greatlyreduced.

Part In: There Are Noise Sources

Measurement noise, as opposed to transfer uncertainties, limits the precision for both modes of
the balance. Here is a brief descriptionof the effects of three of knownnoise sources and the de-
sign changes that we hope will reducetheir effects.The largestnoisesource, if not necessarily the
worst, is acoustic vibration. The building air fans generate mostly 28 Hz vibrations, and even
though located some 80 m away in a separatebuilding,the vibrationscarry quite well through the
earth. Also locatedwithin 100m is the coolingtower for the NIST experimentalreactor. By coin-
cidence, the structure of the coil support assemblyhad a vibrationmode resonance of 28 Hz. Vi-
brations in themselves should not be a problem, since motionsrelative to the fixed inductivecoil
with velocity v correlatewith voltage U. The ratio of these variables is only a constant function
of the magnetic flux density. However, there is an RLC resonancefor the coils, which phase de-
lays the 28 Hz voltages relative to the velocity. Furthennore, the floor, walls, or the coil itself
could generate acoustic air waves that would register across the interferometer beam as small
velocities with no correspondingvoltage. As can be seen in Figure 8, the large variations due to
vibrationare nearly compensatedin the ratio,with about20 J!WIWp-p noise remaining.

Several design changes are intendedto reduce this effect in the next generation.(1) The structure
of the coil support is being stiffened to raise the resonant mode frequencies. (2) Our smaIllabo-
ratory building was modified to house a room with no contactto the structureof the building, in-
cluding an isolated concrete floor. Although not likely to reduce the 28 Hz from the fans, it
should reduce other pulsed vibrations arising from strong winds shaking the building. (3) The
filter characteristicsof the coil can be flattened or some digital filter matchingof the velocity can
be tried. (4) Ultimately,an active vibration-servosystemwill be installedat the base of the tripod
support structure.
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Figure 8. Velocity and voltage data. The gray
line is voltage U. The closedpoints are veloc-
ity v relative to an average of 2 mmls. The
jagged line at top is the U/vratio relative to an
arbitrary average, where the slope is a z-
dependencein the magnetic fluxdensity.
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Another noise source is EMI, mainly power-
line frequencies.The series-opposition wiring
of the fixed coil effectivelycancels 60 Hz, but
higher harmonicsof 360 Hz and 480 Hz arise
from slightvariations in the RLC resonanceof
each coil. These are easily filtered with pow-
erIine integration,but can be close to the sam-
pling frequency of some chopper-stabilized
pre-amplifiers, thus causing large beat fre-
quencies. Some EM! frequencies interfered
with the signal output of the interferometer or
x-y position laser detectors. The thermistors
were also very sensitive.In the event of nearby
lightningor strongradio transmissions,a surge
in the balance servo-feedbackor loss of inter-
ferometer position count could result. To re-
duce these effects, the new experiment room
walls are lined with copper sheet (again
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avoidingmagnetic materials).RFI shieldingtests showedat least a 30 dB reduction at 400 MHz.

Finally we mention an internal noise source, knife-edgehysteresis, possibly the worst problem
for potential offsets. The balancemust act like a frictionlessmass balance, but also must undergo
:tl0° of rotation during the velocitymode. Thus a knife-edgewas chosen as the pivot. Presently
a Tantun-G alloy is used, in part because it has demonstrated better durability than a sapphire
edge. However, for any knife edge it is knownthat even small rotations of 10mrad can induce a
distortion in the edge geometry. When returned to a previous balance position, this distortion
produces time-dependent restoringforces. Thus, if the wheel rotates when the mass is placed on
or taken off, these externalbalanceforcesdo not completelycancel.Recordsof the rotation of the
balance during mass positioning during the final two weeks showed that when the rotation was
small and random, effects were minimal.But when the rotation was systematic or very large, the
signal noise increased and had a defmite offset. This explained deviations seen in some earlier
data. To improve the balance in the next system, a completely new mass placement and servo-
control will be used. The goal is to keep balancerotationsduringmass placement to well within 1
mrad, equivalentto restrictingthe masspan withina fewmicrometerstravel when positioning the
mass. In the long term, the knife-edge will be replaced with a design using dual flexures or a
flexure and vertical translationstage.

Estimating the Future

Construction of the new room inside the laboratory building began after the last data point re-
corded in April 1998, and was finished in October 1998. The tripod is erect, with the vacuum
chambers and Dewar in place. The list of new equipmentyet to be obtained, assembled, tested,
and programmed includes interferometer electronics, resized induction coils, the mass mover
servo-controlledsystem,the programmableJosephsonvoltagearray, and a low noise voltage pre-
amp. Mnay subsystems ')ust needre-assembly".Hopefully,some substantialsubsystemtesting in
situ can begin late in 1999,so preliminarywatt/kilogramdata might be availableby late 2000.
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